The feasibility of producing the molecular antihydrogen anion H 2 − in the laboratory is investigated. Utilizing reaction rates calculated here involving the interaction of laser excited-state antihydrogen atoms held in magnetic minimum traps, key processes are identified that could lead to anion production, as well as competing effects leading to anti-atom loss. These are discussed in the context of present-day and near-future experimental capabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen marked progress in the production of, and experimentation with, atomic antimatter in the form of antihydrogen, H. Advances include controlled anti-atom creation by the merging of tailored clouds of positrons (e + ) and antiprotons (p) [1, 2] , its capture [3, 4] , long-term confinement [5] and accumulation [6] in magnetic minimum neutral atom traps, and the first observations of some of the properties of H [7] [8] [9] [10] , including the landmark observation of the two-photon 1s-2s transition [11] , the determination of its frequency to parts in 10 12 [12] , and observation of the H 1s-2p Lyman α line [13] .
Very recently [12] , around 10 3 H were accumulated and held in the ALPHA apparatus [14] with a lifetime in excess of 60 hours. Such experiments, which take place at the Antiproton Decelerator at CERN [15, 16] , involve repeated cycles of H formation (via e + + e + + p → H + e + ), while the anti-atoms created previously remain stored in the trap. This raises the intriguing possibility of observing reactions involving the trapped H, including perhaps with its constituent antiparticles, to produce more complex antimatter species. Here we discuss H 2 − , the bound state of two antiprotons and a positron. This ion is the antimatter counterpart of the simplest molecular system, H 2 + , which has attracted much interest over several decades from both experiment and theory (see, e.g., Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] ) due, among other things, to its significance in astrophysics and the early Universe [22] [23] [24] . By analogy with the hydrogen-reactions work of Dalgarno and coworkers [23] , we identified the manufacture of H 2 − as the key gateway to produce more complex antimatter species, including neutral molecular antihydrogen and charged clusters. * mzammit@lanl.gov Furthermore, Myers [25, 26] recently argued that spectroscopic investigations of the anti-anion can offer very sensitive tests of the charge parity time (CPT) theorem, which is one of the primary motivations for undertaking experiments with antimatter systems (see, e.g., Ref. [27] for a review). We note that charged species can be held virtually indefinitely in deep electromagnetic traps (see e.g., Refs. [28] [29] [30] ) for future exploitation, and that a single H 2 − may be sufficient to allow experimentation [25, 26] . The hydrogen chemistry network has been studied extensively in its application to laboratory-produced lowtemperature plasmas [31] , gas clouds chemistry [32] [33] [34] [35] , and the chemistry of the early Universe [22] [23] [24] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . In particular, our discussion has been motivated by the striking similarities between present-day combined antiparticle and anti-atom traps, with their very long lifetimes for all confined species [12, 14] , and the cosmological recombination era, where atoms were formed and the remaining ions (p, H − ), atoms (H), and free electrons (e − ) could take part in chemical reactions. During that time there was a very low abundance of molecular reactants and no dust, hence molecular ions were primarily formed via radiative association (RA),
associative detachment (AD),
and associative ionization (AI)
In nature, the density of reactants was small and processes typically involved the respective ground states, leading to relatively slow production rates of H 2 + . However, in general, cross sections can be considerably enhanced by having excited reactants, which is controllable in the laboratory. This idea has been investigated for the production of H [41] [42] [43] and could be applicable in the antimatter case to the production of H 2 − .
This idea is developed here.
II. METHOD
To investigate the production of H 2 − , we evaluate the rates for the relevant formation processes, and for those that compete for anti-atom flux, at temperatures below 1 K. We envisage a scenario in which H atoms are trapped in equilibrium, possibly together with p, without the presence of positrons. This means that we can ignore interactions of the H − analog, H + (process (2)), a species with an expected very low production rate [44, 45] . Furthermore, we consider that the H may be laser excited, and in particular to the metastable 2s state [H(2s)] via a two-photon transition from the ground state. Thus, we consider AI interactions between pairs of excited anti-atoms, in which process (3) becomes exothermic for (n, n 2) [H(ns) + H(n s)] reactants, and which has a relatively large cross section at low energies [46] [47] [48] . Although AI may have the largest rate coefficient for producing H 2 − , the competing Penning ionization (PI) process
is comparable in the temperature range under consideration and can lead to depletion of the trapped H sample [48] . Here we adapt the analytic fit of the AI and PI cross sections produced by Refs. [47, 48] at impact energies above 10 −4 eV, while for lower energies, we utilize the total ionization cross sections of Refs. [49, 50] and the high-energy AI and PI fit [48] to determine the relative contribution of AI and PI.
We also include the specific double excitation transfer (DET) process [47, 49, 50] 
since this may lead to loss of H from the trap due to spin flip deexcitation to an untrapped ground state (see below). The magnetic fields experienced by the H(2s) atoms held in a magnetic minimum trap such as that employed by AL-PHA [14] cause Zeeman splitting as well as Stark-induced loss in which the (v × B)-induced electric field causes 2s-2p mixing, which can lead to H(2s) single-photon decays to the ground state [51, 52] . Noting that the trapped H are positron spin polarized (m s = −1/2), the 2s single-photon decays can cause a spin-flip of the positron, which leads to H destruction via loss from the trap, thereby depleting the reactants available to form H 2 − . Utilizing the method detailed by Rasmussen et al. [51, 52] , we calculated the H(2s) single-photon spinflip decay rate as a function of the magnetic-field strength for selected H temperatures between T = 1 mK and 1 K. These results are presented in Fig. 1 , where the left and right panels correspond to the Stark-induced electric field (for the H velocity) parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively. The resonance at B ≈ 0.5 T is due to the degeneracy of the 2s c/d and 2p c states [51, 52] . These results show that, in order to reduce the destruction of H via H(2s) single-photon spin-flip decays, low values of T H and lowmagnetic-field strengths are necessary. The H 2 + RA process has been studied for H in the ground state [53] [54] [55] , and for the H(2s) state above an effective (assumed equilibrium) temperature of T > 10 K [56] . Here we calculate the RA process via excited states for H(n 3) down to T = 1 mK, noting that the formulation of the γ -H 2 system is identical to that of γ -H 2 + . Here we only consider the single-photon RA process and radiative cascades will be the subject of future investigation. A detailed discussion of the method is given Ref. [56] . We note that, contrary to Ref. [56] , here the total RA cross sections are calculated via an explicit sum over nuclear-spin-averaged rovibrational transitions [55] .
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 2 we present the total nuclear-spin-averaged RA cross section (left panel) and rate coefficient (right panel) and compare our results for the H(1s) + p reaction with those of Stancil et al. [53] , showing excellent agreement where their data are available. We note that, at low energies, the RA cross section via excited state H is between 10 4 -10 6 times larger than that for the H(1s) state. This dramatic difference is translated into the rate coefficient. Figure 3 shows the H 2 − (1sσ g ) formation rates per cm 3 (i.e., independent of the trap interaction volume) via the RA and AI processes as a function of H(2s) density n H(2s) , and at selected temperatures. We also present the anti-atom removal by the PI route, the DET spin-flip decay rate, and the 2s single-photon spin-flip decay rates to an untrappable H(1s) state tailored, as described below, for each value of T . For the DET spin-flip decay rate we also assume that the relevant cross section has equal contributions from excitation to the so-called 2p e and 2p f states [51] , which correspond to the two 2p 1/2 level states. The RA rate for the H(1s) reaction is lower than that for the 2s state by a factor of 10 5 -10 6 , and is not given in the figure.
Note that the AI and PI data are for interactions of a pair of H(2s) atoms. It is evident from the figure that the spin-flip rate dominates, except for antihydrogen at the lowest temperature and highest densities. To reduce the loss of H via spin-flip decays low values of T and magnetic-field strength are desirable (see Fig. 1 ). An estimate of the magnitude of the magnetic-field difference required between the trap center at B 0 and the trap wall, to confine ground state H with a magnetic moment given by the Bohr magneton μ B , and at a temperature T , is B = k B T /μ B ≈ 1.489T Tesla (T) with T in units of Kelvin. Hence, as the antihydrogen ensemble temperature becomes lower, so too may the magnetic-field difference, and the absolute field strengths, needed to trap it. However, the density of a p cloud, n p , held in a magnetic field B 0 , cannot exceed the Brillouin limit of B 2 0 0 /2m p ≈ 2.6 × 10 9 B 2 0 cm −3 (where 0 is the permittivity of free space and m p is the p mass), which will affect feasible RA reaction rates when compared with those for H loss due to spin-flip decays. Furthermore, the Lorentz force from the combination of the magnetic field and the cloud radial electric field, E r = n p er/2 0 , where e is the magnitude of the elementary charge and r is the distance from the magnetic-field axis, results in a p drift speed with an effective temperature of T r = m p E 2 r /2k B B 2 0 ≈ 50(n p r/B 0 ) 2 K, with the units of B 0 , r, and n p being T, mm, and 10 8 cm −3 , respectively.
For each value of T shown in Fig. 3 we assumed as an example that B 0 ≈ B, from which we deduced a practical limit for n p by taking T r = T and assuming r = 0.1 mm. It is clear that this has a marked effect on the RA rates and effectively renders this process uncompetitive if magnetic minimum traps are used to confine the anti-atom, anion formation via the AI process will be most effective in comparison with loss via spin-flip decay, which (as a worst-case scenario) we assumed the magnetic field B at the wall B W = B 0 + B for the single-photon spin-flip decay rate. This circumvents the need to produce clouds of p at mK temperatures, which is likely to be challenging.
IV. DISCUSSION
From an experimental perspective, the ALPHA group [6] produces H by using around 10 5 p at n p ≈ 3 × For clarity we note for T = 0.001 K that the largest collision rates are from AI, DET, and PI, in that order, while for T = 0.01 K the largest collision rates are from DET, PI, and AI, in that order.
anti-atoms, with kinetic energies below the equivalent 0.5 K trap depth, are held each mixing cycle (of several minutes duration). The forthcoming ELENA facility at CERN [57] will provide cold p fluxes enhanced by around 10 2 , and the recent accumulation of 10 3 H atoms with a lifetime in excess of two days suggests that n H will be scalable with the increased p availability from ELENA. Thus, we can look forward to perhaps 10 5 or more trapped H, particularly if current initiatives to produced colder positrons are successful [58] . The neutral atom trap employed by ALPHA currently has a volume of around 400 cm 3 , thus H densities are just over 1 cm −3 , although they may approach, or exceed, 10 3 cm −3 in the near future. Furthermore, the recent observation of the 1s-2p H Lyman α transition [13] promises that laser cooling of H [59] into the mK region may soon be feasible. The data presented in Fig. 3 can be converted into absolute rates by multiplying by the relevant species overlap volume, including the probability of the H being in the 2s state. We assume that the latter can approach unity for a tailored laser system, as postulated by using a Stark-chirped rapid adiabatic passage technique [60, 61] . For the AI, PI, and DET processes, the overlap volume is effectively that of the entire neutral atom trap, which the long-lived 2s state can, in principle, occupy. As such H 2 − could be produced well away from the magnetic axis of the system and may not be confined due to the presence of the radial field of the antihydrogen trap [62] . We note that both the AI and PI processes will produce hot positrons; however, there will be no trapping fields present for these particles in the envisaged experiment (see below), so they will not disrupt the cold, trapped species.
A possible H 2 − production scenario is as follows: H atoms are produced, trapped, and stacked by using a similar approach to that currently used by ALPHA [6] , taking advantage of advances in cooling antiparticles [58] and the increased p flux from ELENA [57] , to achieve anti-atom densities of at least 10 3 cm −3 . Thereupon, the charged particle trapping fields can be altered to leave a shallow Penning-type arrangement for the anion. A substantial fraction of the trapped ensemble is then laser-cooled into the mK regime [6] , after which the magnetic trap is lowered as far as possible in order to reduce spin-flip losses, although there will be a balance to be struck in trying to keep the cold H as close to the axis as possible to facilitate capture of any anions produced. (Anions lost by collision with the walls will have a distinctive annihilation signature, which will involve two simultaneous p events, and may be able to be isolated from the much more numerous H annihilations.) Once this is complete, the 1s-2s laser can be turned on in an effort to promote H For instance, an order of magnitude increase in n H(2s) , perhaps achieved by a reduction in the neutral trap volume, will mean that the AI and loss rates are comparable. There has also been a suggestion to produce H 2 − by the AD reaction, process (2), [25, 26] , by using the methodology of the GBAR experiment [63] to derive the required intermediate ion H + . This approach requires the full capability of ELENA in addition to a dedicated high-flux linac-based positron beam line-plus-accumulation device to produce an average of one ion per 110 s cycle of the Antiproton Decelerator. The H + ion, which is produced at keV kinetic energies via the reaction H + Ps → H + + e − , must then be slowed before interaction with a stored p cloud to prevent collisional breakup. Even so, losses to mutual neutralization dominate, such that only one H + ion in every 180 (with an average rate of around 5 × 10 −5 s −1 ) will result in H 2 − production [25, 26] . This approach is already at firm technological limits and does not appear scalable in the near future, nor seems a viable route to more complex antimatter species.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented an analysis of possible means to produce the antihydrogen molecular anion H 2 − from interactions involving trapped, excited-state antihydrogen. Although the foreseen formation rates are low, there are currently many inefficiencies in capturing, cooling, and exciting the anti-atom which provide cause for cautious optimism going forward. A more detailed study of the dynamics of H 2 − formation, involving full trajectory simulations of the excited, trapped H will be required to further elucidate the experimental conditions required to promote H 2 − formation, detection, and capture. 
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